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Paperback | $12.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 7-9
Feb 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
64 pages
5.00" x 7.75"

9781783447961

Eric and the Striped Horror

Barbara Mitchelhill, Tony Ross

Eric is an ordinary boy who loves football, and hates tests. Unluckily, a big test is coming up! Then his Auntie
Rose sends him a very strange present from her travels in South America: an ugly, stinky, stripy jumper with
magical powers. It can turn the wearer into a genius, so long as it is never washed. Eric finds the jumper really
does have a miraculous effect on his brain power – but can there be too much of a good thing?

Paperback | $14.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 9-12
Feb 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
5.06" x 7.81"

9781783447916

Mossbelly MacFearsome and the Dwarves of Doom

Alex Gardiner

Roger is just an ordinary boy, in an ordinary world – or so he thinks, until a grumpy dwarf warrior, Mossbelly
MacFearsome, appears out of thin air and saves him from the school bully. If that isn’t incredible enough, now
Moss has decided that Roger is the perfect human companion for his daring quest to defeat the dwarves’ arch-
enemy Leatherhead Barnstorm and his horrifying horde of monstrous (but very polite) gorefiends. If Roger
doesn’t help Moss, the world as we know it will be destroyed by ogres and dragons and the race of humans will
be annihilated. If he does help, he will be late for his tea and his mum will be going mad with worry. A Highland
castle, a trainee witch who knows karate, and an ancient spell to be broken – by King Golmar’s braces, just
what has Roger got himself into? A hilarious action-packed fish-out-of-water adventure, perfect for young fans
of Terry Pratchett, Neil Gaiman and Cressida Cowell.

Paperback | $14.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 9-12
Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
480 pages
5.06" x 7.81"

9780440871521

My Mum Tracy Beaker

Jacqueline Wilson

Pre-order the brand new Tracy Beaker story today! 

Tracy Beaker is back, and she’s a mum now… Jess and Tracy Beaker are the perfect team. Jess thinks Tracy
is the best mum ever (even when Tracy shouts at her teachers). Tracy is fun and daring, but she also works
hard to give Jess the family home she desperately wanted when growing up in the Dumping Ground. Their flat
might be a bit mouldy but it’s their happy home. But when Sean Godfrey –Tracy’s rich new boyfriend – comes
onto the scene, Jess is worried things are going to change. What if Sean wants to turn Jess’s brilliant mum into
a new person altogether? Sean’s superstar mansion and fancy cars might have been Tracy’s childhood dream,
but maybe the Beakers’ perfect home was right in front of them all along…
My Mum Tracy Beaker is a fantastic new story, reuniting readers with a much-loved old friend. Just like old
times, it’s packed full of illustrations from Nick Sharratt throughout. Pre-order today and be one of the first to
read Tracy’s new story! Praise for Tracy Beaker: 

'An appealing mix of events and reactions that are both entertaining and moving. A book that lingers in the
mind long after it is put down.' (The Guardian) 

'A breath of fresh air. It is entertaining yet tender but by no means sentimental when it confronts the need we all
have for commitment in relationships, for trust, for love ... A real bonus is that the book genuinely celebrates the
act of writing – and not by preaching, I promise.' (The School Librarian) 

‘Jacqueline Wilson is hugely popular with 7- 10 year olds; she should be prescribed for all cases of reading
reluctance.’ (The Sunday Independent)

Hardcover | $24.95
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 3-5
Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12
32 pages
10.62" x 9.06" 9781783447176

#Goldilocks: A Hashtag Cautionary Tale
Online Safety Picture Books
Jeanne Willis, Tony Ross

Everyone loves Goldilocks’ hilarious online videos, but in her quest to get more likes, more laughs and more
hits, she tries something a little more daring: stealing porridge #pipinghot, breaking chairs #fun, and using
someone else’s bed #sleep. What will Daddy Bear do when he sees that online? A hilarious cautionary tale for
a new generation of internet-users from the prize-winning partnership of Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross, the third
of its kind following Chicken Clicking and Troll Stinks.

Paperback | $14.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 3-5
Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
10.62" x 9.06"

9781783447510

Ten Fat Sausages

Michelle Robinson, Tor Freeman

Ten fat sausages sizzling in the pan… decide to escape, if they can! Come on a great escape through the
kitchen as we follow each sausage that decides to make a run for it. Will they succeed or will the cat, blender,
plug hole or fan prove their downfall? Michelle Robinson's no-holds-barred humour is perfectly matched by Tor
Freeman's mad-cap artwork. Hilarious and merciless, this tale will have you hooting out loud. 'Bright
condiments, stricken-looking frankfurters and wicked comedy will appeal to the ruthless reader' GUARDIAN
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Paperback | $14.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 3-5
Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
32 pages
10.62" x 9.06" 9781783447503

Dolphin Boy

Michael Morpurgo, Michael Foreman

Discover this spellbinding story from former Children's Laureate and author of War Horse Michael Morpurgo,
and illustrated by multi-award-winning Michael Foreman. Jim lives in a Cornish fishing village – but since the fish
disappeared, no one goes fishing any more. One day, Jim spots a dolphin beached on the sand, and soon the
whole village is working together to return the dolphin to the water. The dolphin stays in the harbour, playing
with Jim and the swimmers, but then the dolphin disappears... will Jim ever see him again?

Hardcover | $24.95
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 3 and under
Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12
32 pages
9.81" x 10.25"

9781783444151

Boom! Bang! Royal Meringue!

Sally Doran, Rachael Saunders

Polite and perfect Princess Hannah has been so well behaved that the King and Queen have decided to get
her a very special birthday present: The Marvellous Magical Pudding Machine! How can she possibly be
expected to share such a wonderful thing with her friends? Discover the fanciful and vivid picture book that
gives hope that even those with the sweetest tooth might learn to share...

Hardcover | $26.95
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 12+
Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12
5.06" x 7.81"

9781783448029

Monsters

Sharon Dogar

1814: Mary Godwin, the sixteen-year-old daughter of radical socialist and feminist writers, runs away with a
dangerously charming young poet - Percy Bysshe Shelley. From there, the two young lovers travel a Europe in
the throes of revolutionary change, through high and low society, tragedy and passion, where they will be
drawn into the orbit of the mad and bad Lord Byron.
But Mary and Percy are not alone: they bring Jane, Mary's young step-sister. And she knows the biggest
secrets of them all . . . Told from Mary and Jane's perspectives, Monsters is a novel about radical ideas, rule-
breaking love, dangerous Romantics, and the creation of the greatest Gothic novel of them all: Frankenstein

Paperback | $12.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 7-9
Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
64 pages
5.06" x 7.81"

9781783447978

Eric and the Wishing Stone

Barbara Mitchelhill, Tony Ross

Eric is just no good at tests and schoolwork, and his mum thinks he isn't trying hard enough. His grumpy
teacher Mr Hodgetts (AKA the Bodge) decides he needs extra help. Then a mysterious package arrives from
Eric’s Auntie Rose, containing a small round stone which promises to grant a wish. The wish Eric makes might
just change everything . . .

Paperback | $24.95
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 12+
Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
5.06" x 7.81"

9781783448036

Monsters

Sharon Dogar

1814: Mary Godwin, the sixteen-year-old daughter of radical socialist and feminist writers, runs away with a
dangerously charming young poet - Percy Bysshe Shelley. From there, the two young lovers travel a Europe in
the throes of revolutionary change, through high and low society, tragedy and passion, where they will be
drawn into the orbit of the mad and bad Lord Byron.
But Mary and Percy are not alone: they bring Jane, Mary's young step-sister. And she knows the biggest
secrets of them all . . . Told from Mary and Jane's perspectives, Monsters is a novel about radical ideas, rule-
breaking love, dangerous Romantics, and the creation of the greatest Gothic novel of them all: Frankenstein
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CD Audio | $29.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution

Mar 29, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1
4.31" x 5.56"

9781787533448

The Silver Sword : A BBC Radio full-cast dramatisation

Ian Serraillier

A BBC radio full-cast dramatisation of this much-loved children’s classic. When the Germans invade Poland in
1939, the Balicki family are suddenly torn apart by war. The children head to Switzerland with street urchin Jan,
hoping to track down their parents and clinging to the silver sword as a symbol of hope. On the way, Ruth,
Bronia, Edek and Jan must avoid the Burgomaster, who hunts Polish refugees. This moving account of their
epic journey brings to life the reality of a Europe laid waste by war. Starring Sarah McDonald Hughes, Stephen
Hoyle and Hester Cox.

CD Audio | $21.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution

Mar 29, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1
4.31" x 5.56"

9781787533462

The Call of the Wild: A BBC Radio full-cast dramatisation

Jack London

A BBC radio full-cast dramatisation of this much-loved classic adventure about a dog named Buck. In Yukon,
Canada during the 1890s Klondike Gold Rush, strong sled dogs were in high demand. Buck is stolen from his
comfortable home in California and sold into service as a sled dog in Alaska. He becomes progressively feral in
the harsh environment, where he is forced to fight to survive and dominate other dogs. Sold to a group of
inexperienced gold hunters, he is eventually saved by John Thornton, with whom he forms a deep bond.
Exciting and action-packed, The Call of the Wild explores the timeless relationship between man and dog, and
the draw of primitive instincts that pull Buck away from humanity towards the wilderness. Starring Robert Jack,
Finn Den Hertog, Robin Lane, Nick Underwood and Melody Grove.

Paperback | $14.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 2-5
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
32 pages
9.43" x 11.00"

9781783447190

Not Just a Book...

Jeanne Willis

A book is not just a book. It can be so many things; a hat or a a building block, a flower press or a fly-swatter!
But books are so much more than that. They can make you feel, they can take you anywhere, they can make
you laugh and can teach you anything you want to know. 'Rhyming books don’t get better than Jeanne Willis
and Tony Ross’ Not Just A Book' The i Paper 

'Celebrates creativity and imagination… Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross are the ideal combination for any picture
book' Scotsman

Paperback | $14.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 9-12
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
5.06" x 7.81"

9781783447701

The Last Zoo

Sam Gayton

Pia lives in a zoo in the middle of the Pacific Ocean with her parents (both ghosts), several old and cranky
genies, a devil, and two young angels. She spends her days trimming genie-beards, trying to avoid being
tricked into selling her soul, and waiting for the angels to make a miracle big enough to save the world.
Then the angels go missing. Can she solve the riddles of the mysterious haloes the angels have left behind? Is
the zoo’s devil really trying to help her? And what does this all have to do with her best friends, the Rekkers?
Pia needs to solve the mystery fast, because everything around her seems to be ending: her friendships, her
childhood, and maybe even the world itself.

Paperback | $14.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 8-12
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
176 pages
5.06" x 7.37"

9781784875039

Private - Keep Out!

Gwen Grant

A forgotten classic brought back into print for the first time in decades - the missing literary sister to
Anne of Green Gables and Tracy Beaker, a spiky tough girl's adventures growing up in a northern post-war
mining town. 
‘I told our Lucy I’m going to be a writer when I grow up and she said, ‘You should be a good one then. You tell
enough lies.’ Psst! We know you shouldn’t read something labelled ‘private’ but this book is special. It’s written
by young girl growing up in a mining town in 1948 who is practising to become a writer when she grows up…
possibly. It’s hard work being a writer. There’s no privacy in a house with six kids and there’s no time, especially
if you have to go to school and to dancing class (and wear frilly knickers) and Sunday school (and sing about
being a sunbeam). You’re supposed to write about what you know, which means this book is about annoying
sisters with no sense of humour and brothers who think they know everything, and bullies and chicken spots
and being run over. Sometimes you can write about good things that happen, like going to the seaside or
Christmas Eve, but mostly the stories end with being sent to bed early in disgrace. But when the writer is a
tough, spiky and funny as this one, her adventures will always be worth reading.
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Paperback | $14.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 7-9
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
176 pages
5.06" x 7.81"

9781783447985

A Moon Girl Stole My Friend

Rebecca Patterson

It’s 2099. Lyla lives in a world of robocats, flying sweets and instant snow, but some things never change. Little
brothers are still annoying, school teachers make you cringe, and, when your best friend deserts you for the
new girl, it still HURTS. Especially when that new girl is from the Moon. But Lyla’s problems lead her into
unexpected adventures . . .

Paperback | $16.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 12+
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
5.00" x 7.75"

9780552577205

Dodger

Terry Pratchett

Dodger is a tosher – a sewer scavenger living in the squalor of Dickensian London. Everyone who is nobody
knows Dodger. Anyone who is anybody doesn’t. But when he rescues a young girl from a beating, suddenly
everybody wants to know him. And Dodger’s tale of skulduggery, dark plans and even darker deeds begins . . .

Hardcover | $24.95
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 3 and under
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12
32 pages
9.25" x 10.37"

9781783447848

I Want a Bunny! (Little Princess)
LITTLE PRINCESS
Tony Ross

Little Princess visits a friend who has a rabbit, and comes home obsessed with getting one herself. She’s given
a stick-insect, a goldfish and a few other low-maintenance pets, but she still wants a bunny. Sometimes getting
exactly what you want is a lesson in itself… 'Hilarious and a godsend to parents' GUARDIAN

Hardcover | $24.95
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 3 and under
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12
32 pages
9.81" x 10.25"

9781783447169

Super Sloth

Robert Starling

Super Sloth isn’t fast. He can’t fly. But he is very, very good at moving slowly and looking just like a greenish bit
of tree. When his arch enemy Anteater makes off with some prize mangoes, Super Sloth vows to save the
day... eventually. From the creator of Waterstones Prize shortlisted Fergal is Fuming comes Starling’s laugh-
out-loud tale of one ordinary sloth turned super hero.

Paperback | $10.95
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 7-9
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
80 pages
5.06" x 7.81"

9781783448005

The Dragonsitter in the Land of the Dragons
Dragonsitter #10
Josh Lacey

Eddie has travelled with his uncle Morton to Mongolia, in hope of being one of the few to watch the Great
Dragon Battle Ceremony. But wild dragons are not so nearly friendly as pet ones, and the inhospitable
mountains are a dangerous place to be stuck with nothing but a pile of chocolate bars. Meanwhile, back at
home, Mum can't quite believe her son has really run off to Mongolia, and now she has been left with the tricky
task of dragonsitting . . . Told in emails between Eddie and his mum, The Dragonsitter in the Land of the
Dragons is an extra actionpacked tale of misunderstandings, monsters and Mars bars.
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CD Audio | $19.99
Juvenile Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 7+
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 30
5.44" x 5.56" x 0.55"

9781786141699

The Little Prince: A new translation by Michael Morpurgo

Antoine De Saint-exupery, Michael Morpurgo

A NEW TRANSLATION BY MICHAEL MORPURGO, AUTHOR OF WAR HORSE If a little fellow
comes along, if he laughs, if he has golden hair, and if he never answers questions, then you will know who he
is. 

He is the Little Prince, the mysterious, innocent and beautiful boy who appears to a pilot stranded in the desert
and makes an extraordinary request. He has captured the hearts of millions of readers around the world since
his story first appeared in 1943, written down by an aristocratic French aviator who soon after disappeared
during a flight across the sea. The Little Prince journeys to our planet from his home among the stars,
encountering all sorts of benighted grown-ups along the way, and a fox, who teaches him how to see the
important things in life. But the Prince has left behind a flower growing on his star, a rose which is his treasure
and his burden, and before long he must return to it. Master storyteller Michael Morpurgo, author of War Horse,
has translated what is for him 'one of the greatest stories ever written' so that more English readers might
discover the joy of reading this enchanting fable. The Little Prince is a story for everyone, for children and
grown-up children, for kings, geographers and lamp-lighters, even for the very serious and the very wise.

Paperback | $24.95
Young Adult Fiction
Random House Canada
UK Distribution
Ages 12+
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 40
5.34" x 8.47" x 0.82"

9781783448227

The Lost Witch

Melvin Burgess

Bea has started to hear and see things that no one else can – creatures, voices, visions. Then strangers visit
Bea and tell her she is different: she has the rare powers of a witch. They warn her she is being hunted. Her
parents think she is hallucinating and needs help. All Bea wants to do is get on with her life, and to get closer to
Lars, the mysterious young man she has met at the skate park. But her life is in danger, and she must break
free. The question is – who can she trust? Carnegie Medal-winner Melvin Burgess returns with a powerful,
thrilling fantasy for young adults about magic, myth and following your instincts.
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